1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

1.1. Lactoferrin: an overview {#s0010}
-----------------------------

Lactoferrin (LF) is a cationic iron-binding glycoprotein with molecular weight of about 77--80 kDa that was first discovered in human milk in the early 1960s. Later, it was reported to be found in other exocrine fluids such as blood, tears and saliva \[[@bb0005]\]. It is folded into two globular lobes connected by an α-helical bridge and stabilized by a number of disulfide bonds \[[@bb0010]\]. The main function of this protein is to control and regulate the concentration of free iron in biological fluids *via* its ability to either solubilize or sequester ferric ions (Fe^3+^). This unique feature is the key reason behind its multifunctional properties including; antimicrobial, anticancer anti-inflammatory, antioxidant and immune stimulating properties \[[@bb0015],[@bb0020]\]. LF either extracted from milk or produced by recombinant techniques in microorganisms is known to be widely added to many nutraceutical formulations including; infant formulas, cosmetics and food supplements owing to its abovementioned beneficial effects \[[@bb0025]\]. The level of LF in blood can also be used as biomarker of some inflammatory diseases such as septicemia or severe acute respiratory syndrome \[[@bb0030]\]. Also, LF in feces is considered as a non-invasive sensitive biomarker that can be used in the diagnosis and prediction of the severity of some intestinal inflammation diseases such as Crohn\'s disease \[[@bb0035]\] and chronic inflammatory bowel disease \[[@bb0040]\].

Generally, one LF molecule can typically binds two Fe^3+^ ions, which greatly depends on the synergistic binding of two HCO~3~ ^−^ or CO~3~ ^2−^. Interestingly, it was found that *in vitro* iron release could be enhanced from LF molecule by lowering the pH or using chelating agents. Moreover, structure analysis of LF revealed that it is composed of 2 lobes. Each lobe includes 2 domains separated by a cleft that can co-bind Fe3^+^ and CO~3~ ^2−^. The binding and the release of substrates is usually associated with conformational changes including opening and closing of the interdoamin cleft. This feature explains why lactoferrin bound to iron has a notable compact structure, in comparison to lactoferrin without iron. In addition, it was found that LF\'s α helix N terminal and an arginine sidechain are responsible for the formation of an anion-binding pocket. Anions are thought to bind to LF in order to neutralize the charges of the existing cationic groups before metal binding or they may be involved in stabilizing the protein metal co-ordination. More importantly, two carbohydrate attachment sites were discovered in LF molecule, one in each lobe. The first β-α-β unit (residues 1 to 40) includes about nine basic sidechains protruding from the surface (most near the C terminus of helix A) which seems to be a receptor binding moiety, responsible for receptor recognition of LF. In addition, studies conducted on LF receptors confirmed that carbohydrate molecules should be involved in the binding mechanisms \[[@bb0045]\].

Furthermore, LF was found to be able to maintain its iron binding capacity after its heating at temperatures ranged from 65 to 90 °C and ionic strength of about 0.01 or below. Upon increasing the temperature, partial precipitation of LF was observed with a notable decrease in its iron binding capacity. Interestingly, at pH 3.5, LF was able to resist heating at ionic strength up to 0.37, whereas, agglomeration was observed at ionic strength higher than 0.47, which revealed that the thermostability of LF is strongly dependent on both ionic strength and pH \[[@bb0050]\], which is mainly attributed to the basic nature of LF rich in lysine and arginine, so it carriers positively charge at pH below 7. The repulsive forces between these cations on the surface of LF prevent its agglomeration \[[@bb0050]\]. At acidic pH, a higher salt concentration is required to neutralize and precipitate LF due to the presence of greater amount of charges on the protein surface at this pH, which explains the enhanced resistance of LF to heat and salt treatments at low pH \[[@bb0050]\]. Another important factor that may influence the aggregation of LF is its iron saturation state. It was found that native and Apo- LF were more sensitive to heat treatment with greater tendency to form insoluble aggregates. On the other hand, iron saturated holo-LF was less aggregated and more soluble. This effect could be related to the compact structure of holo-LF which prevented its aggregation. Also, it was shown that iron saturation of LF could stabilize disulfide bonds between its lobes, especially at high temperature \[[@bb0055]\].

Nanocarriers are nanosized structures that can encapsulate drug(s) and precisely control their release when attached to diseased cells. Meanwhile, they are supposed to enhance the bioavailability and pharmacokinetic profile of the encapsulated drugs \[[@bb0060]\]. Many synthetic polymers utilized to fabricate nanocarriers, however they might exhibit toxic side effects \[[@bb0065]\]. As an alternative, naturally available polymers such as proteins or polysaccharides could be used to fabricate biocompatible and non-immunogenic nanocarriers \[[@bb0070]\]. As a matter of fact, LF has numerous advantages that motivate its intense involvement in the fabrication of nanocarriers. It is one of few proteins that possess net positive charge at physiological conditions (pI\~8.0--8.5) \[[@bb0075]\]. This high pI value conferred LF to be positively charged over a wide range of pH \[[@bb0080]\]. In addition, LF is relatively stable in gastrointestinal tract and it has numerous intestinal receptors which facile the oral absorption and bioavailability of LF-based nanocarriers in the circulation, and hence can enhance the therapeutic efficacy of encapsulated active molecules within these nanoparticles \[[@bb0085]\].

Moreover, Tumor cells are widely known to be overexpressing LF receptors in order to fulfill the elevated nutritional demands of these highly proliferating cells \[[@bb0090]\]. Consequently, fabrication of nanocarriers from LF is considered an excellent strategy to attain active targeting \[[@bb0095]\]. In addition, LF-based nanocarriers were found to have a pH-dependent release profile. At acidic pH, faster drug release is observed, which could increase drug release in acidic sites such as tumor tissue microenvironment, and hence could enhance the therapeutic efficacy of the encapsulated hydrophobic active molecules \[[@bb0095]\]. In addition, LF receptors are overexpressed on the surface of the brain endothelial cells. Consequently, once LF attaches to its receptor on the cell surface, it will be easily able to pass across the BBB *via* receptor-mediated transcytosis. This privilege allowed the extensive application of LF as a promising molecule to develop smart nanocarriers that are actively targeted to the brain \[[@bb0100]\].

Based on all the aforementioned interesting advantages of LF as a nutraceutical molecule or for nanotechnological applications, it is important to address the most recent therapeutical and nanotechnological applications of LF. The aim of this review was to highlight some therapeutical benefits of LF as a nutraceutical molecule including; anti-bacterial, anti-viral, anti-inflammatory, anti-cancer and immune stimulating effects. Furthermore, fabrication of different actively targeted nanocarriers from LF will be discussed with special emphasis on nanoparticles, nanocomplexes and polymeric micelles.

2. Lactoferrin as a nutraceutical agent {#s0015}
=======================================

2.1. Anti-bacterial and anti-viral effects {#s0020}
------------------------------------------

Lactoferrin is considered an important component of mammals\' innate immune system. It has antimicrobial effect against diverse array of microorganisms including; bacteria, viruses and fungi. This effect is mostly due to the capability of this protein to bind or chelate iron, besides its cellular or even molecular interactions with both host and pathogens \[[@bb0025]\]. Concerning bacteria, LF affects many species of Gram- negative and Gram-positive pathogens \[[@bb0105]\]. For Gram- negative bacteria, Lf causes destabilization of their cell wall by its ability to influence the release of LPS *via* Ca^+2^ binding \[[@bb0110]\].Moreover, the potential of LF to chelate iron usually competes with pathogens iron acquisition systems, leading to the limitation of their growth. Another mechanism by which LF can exert its antimicrobial activity is its direct binding to microbes, which causes destabilization of cellular membranes of broad spectrum of bacteria \[[@bb0115]\]. In addition, it was reported that the glycan moiety of LF can attach to bacterial adhesins, causing a decrease in the bacterial ability to form biofilms \[[@bb0120]\]. Also, LF can inhibit the adhesion of some bacterial strains including; *S. mutans* and *P. aeruginosa* on surfaces such as contact lenses or hydroxyapatite \[[@bb0125]\]. Interestingly, LF was found to possess a proteolytic effect (serine- endopeptidase activity) with a much lower activity compared to trypsin. This proteolytic activity could be utilized to degrade some viral virulence factors or secreted proteins from some pathogenic bacterial \[[@bb0130]\].More importantly, adsorption of LF on host cells was proven to be strongly correlated to activation of the immune system through nuclear targeting or activation of certain pathwys \[[@bb0135]\]. In case of viruses, LF was found to interfere with the binding ability of retroviruses to host cells. Bovine LF can also prohibit integrin-mediated internalization of adenovirus into host cells *via* its attachment to viral polypeptides III and IIIa \[[@bb0140]\]. LF can also bind to integrins and GAGs receptors at the surface of host cells. These receptors are essential for viruses to enter the host cells. As a result, binding of LF to these receptors may interfere with viruses attachment and thus might reduce infection of host cells \[[@bb0145]\].

2.2. Anti-inflammatory effects {#s0025}
------------------------------

It is well known that LF possess anti-inflammatory protective properties against microbial infections and non-infectious disorders such as arthritis, allergies and even cancer \[[@bb0150]\]. The protective anti-inflammatory effect of LF in case of microbial infection could be mainly attributed to the ability of LF to neutralize microbial molecules such as LPS *via* binding to its lipid A domain, preventing further interaction of LPS binding protein (LPB) with endotoxin, so as to block binding of LPS to membrane CD14 \[[@bb0155]\]. Moreover, LF has the ability to stimulate secretion of IL-10 (anti-inflammatory cytokine), besides, inhibiting synthesis of many pro-inflammatory cytokines including; IL-6, IL-8, IL-1b, and TNF-α \[[@bb0160]\]. In non-infectious diseases, LF exerts its protective effect mainly *via* suppressing the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and stimulating production of anti-inflammatory cytokines. In case of lung and skin allergies, LF was found to be internalized into mast cells in order to interact with cathepsin G, chymase and tryptase which are three effective inflammatory proteases \[[@bb0165]\]. Another important function of lactoferrin is being an inhibitor for reactive oxygen species (ROS), which are highly produced by granulocytes during inflammation. Lactoferrin mainly inhibit the production of ROS and further lipid peroxidation by chelating iron which is essential for their production \[[@bb0170]\].

2.3. Immune stimulating effects {#s0030}
-------------------------------

It was shown that oral administration of bovine LF (bLF) could stimulate both systemic and mucosal immune responses *in vivo* \[[@bb0175]\]. Moreover, it was proven that complexation of LF with monophosphoryl lipid A could be used as an efficient adjuvant to induce cellular and humoral immune responses \[[@bb0180]\]. The main mechanism by which this protein can induce immunity is stimulating the differentiation of T-lymphocytes, activation of phagocytes and maintaining Th1/Th2 cytokine balance \[[@bb0185]\]. In case of non-pathogenic conditions, LF can enhance the differentiation of T cells from their corresponding immature precursors *via* induction of CD4 antigen \[[@bb0190]\]. Additionally, oral administration of bLF can promote systemic host immunity *via* activation of intestinal transcription of some essential genes such as p40, IL-12 and NOD2 \[[@bb0150]\]. Furthermore, LF was found to activate macrophages *via* stimulation of TLR4-dependent and -independent signaling pathways \[[@bb0195]\], which can further induce production of IL-6 and CD40. Also, attachment of LF to macrophages was found to stimulate phagocytosis of pathogens ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} ) \[[@bb0200]\].Fig. 1A schematic diagram illustrating immunity stimulating mechanisms of lactoferrin.Fig. 1

2.4. Anti-cancer effects {#s0035}
------------------------

LF has been known for its anti-tumor effect according to many *in vivo* studies, which suggest that oral administration of bLF could decrease chemically induced carcinogenesis in rodents with a notable cytotoxic and anti-metastatic activity against many cancer cell lines \[[@bb0205],[@bb0210]\]. In particular, LF promotes its antitumor effect *via* multiple mechanisms, among which is induction of apoptosis in tumor tissue \[[@bb0025]\]. This protein can induce the activity of caspases (3 and 8), which are a family of proteases having a vital role in apoptosis, besides, induction of some members of pro-apoptotic protein such as Bcl-2 \[[@bb0215]\].On the other hand, some studies showed that the apoptotic effect of LF is strongly dependent on its concentration. In other words, *in vitro* studies on PC12 cells revealed that elevated concentration of LF can cause an activation of caspases-3 and -8 and a reduction in the expression of phosphorylated extracellular signal regulated kinases (ERK1/2), while low concentration can upregulate phosphorylated ERK1/2 \[[@bb0220]\]. Moreover, bLF-derived peptides were also found to exhibit a cytotoxic effect against many tumor types *in vitro* and *in vivo via* activation of caspase-3 signaling pathway, cell cycle arrest and induction of mitochondrial apoptosis through production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) \[[@bb0225]\]. In addition, pepsin-digested bLF was found to enhance apoptosis *via* activation of caspase-3 and stress activated protein kinases/c-Jun amino-terminal kinase (SAP/JNK) kinase in squamous carcinoma cells \[[@bb0230]\]. Another important mechanism by which LF can inhibit tumorigenesis is suppression of their cellular growth *via* modulating multiple pathways. In triple negative human breast cancer cell line (MDA-MB-231), LF was proved to inhibit the action of cyclin-dependent kinases (cdk2 and cdk4) activities, associated with an elevated expression level of P21 protein, which is a cdk inhibitor \[[@bb0235]\]. In another study, LF was also found to modulate p27/cyclin E pathway in head and neck cancer cells *in vitro*, which is a key regulatory pathway in cellular proliferation \[[@bb0240]\]. In addition, LF was proven to upregulate P53 which is a key tumor suppressor protein, besides, modulation in the activity of its two downstream target genes; mouse double minute (mdm2) and p21 (cyclin-dependent kinases inhibitor) \[[@bb0245]\]. Mdm2 serves as a common negative regulator of P53 that regulates its degradation *via* ubiquitination \[[@bb0250]\].

Interestingly, expression of cytoplasmic delta LF isoform was found to induce cell cycle arrest *via* induction of Skp1 (S-phase kinase-associated protein) and Rb (retinoblastoma) genes \[[@bb0255]\]. It is worth mentioning that Skp1 is a member of SCF (Skp1/Cullin-1/F-box ubiquitin ligase) complex which is involved in the ubiquitination process of proteins leading to their subsequent degradation by the proteasome at the G1/S transition. It is speculated that this LF isoform may affect the half-life time of molecules involved in cell cycle regulation leading to their faster degradation \[[@bb0255]\]. In another study, it was shown that bLF could specifically inhibit the action of plasma membrane V-ATPase proton pump only in highly metastatic cancer cell lines such as osteosarcoma MG-63, breast cancer MDA-MB-231 and prostate PC-3 cell lines, while non-tumorigenic fibroblast BJ-5ta cells were found to be completely insensitive to bLF. Using proton transport inhibitors is emerging nowadays as a new cancer therapeutic approach, since cancer cells overexpress V-ATPase at the plasma membrane \[[@bb0260]\]. Inhibiting the activity of this proton pump leads to a reduction in the acidity of tumor microenvironment (TME), which as a consequent can decrease the growth and invasion of cancerous cells ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} ) \[[@bb0210]\]. In another study, LF (500 μg/mL) was found to reduce cell viability in esophageal cancer cell line (KYSE) by 53% after 20 h without any cytotoxic effect on normal cells \[[@bb0265]\]. Moreover, oral administration of bLF (300 mg/kg of body weight) trice/week for 45 days in pulmonary tumor transgenic mice overexpressing hVEGF-A~165~ was found to inhibit the expression of hVEGF-A~165~ gene and block inflammation in the lung cells, suggesting the inhibitory effect of LF on angiogenesis \[[@bb0270]\]. In a combinational therapy approach, human LF (HLF) was co-administrated with temozolomide (TMZ), a conventional chemotherapeutic drug to examine its effect on human glioblastoma (GBM) cells. Results revealed an enhanced anti-tumor effect *in vitro* on human glioblastoma cell line and *in vivo* in nude mice (60 mg/kg/day) in terms of tumor size reduction, downregulation of cyclin D1 and D4 and cell cycle arrest at both G0/G1 and G2 phases \[[@bb0275]\].Fig. 2A schematic diagram illustrating anti-cancer effects of lactoferrin.Fig. 2

3. Lactoferrin in nanotechnology {#s0040}
================================

3.1. Lactoferrin nanoparticles {#s0045}
------------------------------

### 3.1.1. Lactoferrin nanoparticles prepared by sol-oil or (water-in-oil) emulsion method {#s0050}

Sol-oil or (water-in-oil) emulsion method is the most common method used for the fabrication of LF nanoparticles. It starts with preparation of aqueous solution of LF at the desired concentration followed by slow addition of this solution to olive oil at 4 °C under continuous dispersion. This mixture will be sonicated at 4 °C, then it will be snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. Afterwards, it will be slowly thawed in ice for about 4 h. Obtained nanoparticles will be collected by centrifugation, followed by washing with cold diethyl ether and finally it could be dispersed in appropriate medium ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} ) \[[@bb0280]\]. Although doxorubicin (DOX) is an efficient cytotoxic anticancer drug, but it is reported to be extensively toxic to heart and spleen, besides its limited oral absorption. In order to overcome these drawbacks, DOX-loaded LF nanoparticles were prepared by sol-oil chemistry \[[@bb0285]\]. LF was selected to serve as the nanocarrier for DOX because its receptors are highly expressed on the surface of highly proliferating cells such as cancer cells (add reference here). DOX-loaded LF nanoparticles exhibited particle size of about 68 nm and encapsulation efficiency (EE %) of about 79%. In addition, drug-loaded formulation exhibited good physical stability with only 2.5--5% drug loss during a period of 3 months associated with very low hemolytic rate (˂2%), which indicate their negligible erythrocyte membrane-damaging effect \[[@bb0285]\]. Oral administration of this formulation in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) bearing rats resulted in significantly lower number of neoplastic nodules in the liver of DOX-loaded LF nanoparticles treated group compared to either positive control group (receiving saline) or free DOX. In addition, the protein levels of p53 and cleaved caspase3 were elevated in the nanoformulation- treated group compared to both free DOX and untreated groups, indicating the antitumor efficacy of the fabricated nanoparticles as a result of their better bioavailability and hepatic localization. Furthermore, oral administration of DOX-loaded LF nanoparticles did not show any symptoms of toxicity in terms of body weight loss, liver and kidney functions, which further confirmed the safety and biocompatibility of this nanoformulation \[[@bb0290]\].Fig. 3Preparation of lactoferrin nanoparticles by sol-oil or (water-in-oi)l emulsion method.Fig. 3

In another study, LF nanoparticles were used to encapsulate the antiviral drug; Zidovudine. It is a potent antiviral drug with good bioavailability (50--75%), however, it causes bone marrow repression, neutropenia and organs toxicity. In order to overcome all these problems, nanoencapsulation of Zidovudine into LF nanoparticles was achieved by sol-oil chemistry method. Fabricated NPs were about 50--60 nm in size with 67% drug encapsulation efficiency and good physical stability at room temperature and 4 °C without any remarkable change in the particle size or the drug content. *In vitro* drug release study indicated that the maximum amount of drug was released at pH 5 with a biphasic release kinetics in which 60% of the drug was released in the first 4 h, followed by slower release up to 80% within 10 h then a limited release over 96 h. Interestingly, drug release in both simulated gastric and intestinal fluids was minimal indicating the stability of LF nanoparticles at extreme conditions. Oral administration of Zidovudine-loaded LF NPs showed that they exhibited anti-HIV-1 effect comparable to that of free drug. In addition, drug-loaded NPs displayed improved pharmacokinetic profile in comparison to free drug, associated with lower organs toxicities, which suggest this nanoformulation as a safe nanoplatform to enhance drug delivery \[[@bb0295]\].

Efavirenz (EFV) is a reverse transcriptase non-nucleoside inhibitor which is extensively utilized in the treatment of HIV infection. Despite its high efficacy, its administration is usually associated with low bioavailability and high toxicity levels which may restrict its use. Consequently, efavirenz-loaded LF nanoparticles were fabricated by sol-oil method in order to enhance oral delivery of the drug \[[@bb0300]\]. Fabricated drug-loaded LF nanoparticles displayed particle size of about 45--60 nm with 59%EE. Moreover, *in vitro* drug release studies revealed that maximum drug release was observed at pH 5, whereas drug release was minimal in both simulated gastric and intestinal fluids, which confirmed their stability in gastrointestinal environment, and hence their suitability for oral route of administration \[[@bb0300]\]. *In vitro* studies showed that the anti-HIV-1 activity of drug-loaded nanoparticles were 2 fold higher in comparison to free drug. Furthermore, efavirenz-loaded LF nanoparticles displayed enhanced pharmacokinetic profiles associated with minimized toxicity in comparison to free drug \[[@bb0300]\]. In another interesting approach, efavirenz and curcumin were co-loaded in LF nanoparticles prepared by sol-oil chemistry to be utilized as a multiple prevention technology (MPT) agent. In this formulation, efavirenz acted as an anti-HIV-1 drug and curcumin acted as anti-microbial spermicidal agent \[[@bb0305]\]. Dual drug-loaded LF nanoparticles demonstrated particle size of about 40--70 nm with EE% of 63 and 61 for curcumin and efavirenz, respectively. *In vitro* drug release study showed that the maximum release (\>80%) was observed at pH 5, whereas, below pH 4 and above pH 6, only 10% of drug was released. This characteristic release profile of LF nanoparticles will offer slow release of both drugs in the vaginal lavage in its pH range (4--4.5), while higher drug release will occur at pH more than 4.5, a condition which is usually associated with viral infections in the vagina. In addition, these dual drug-loaded exhibited good physical stability for 20 days when incubated in PBS, pH 7.4 at 4 °C and 25 °C without any significant changes in their hydrodynamic particle size, EE% and zeta potential \[[@bb0305]\]. Upon application of this formulation as a vaginal lavage in rats, there was a remarkable increase in the amount of the delivered drugs in comparison to free drugs without any effect on the viability of the vaginal microflora, *Lactobacillus cripatus which is* believed to be the main gatekeeper of the vaginal ecosystem. In addition, dual drug-loaded LF nanoparticles showed better pharmacokinetic profiles in the vaginal lavage compared to free drugs associated with a notable decline in the toxicity levels in vaginal tissue. These results suggested that this triple action topical formulation could simultaneously act as anti-HIV-1, anti-bacterial with contraceptive effect \[[@bb0305]\].

These LF nanoparticles encapsulating anticancer or antiretroviral drugs have gained considerable importance for treating or preventing some sexually transmitted diseases such as AIDS and HIV either *via* oral or vaginal administration routes. Although these LF nanoparticles seemed to be promising in multiple prevention therapy, their health impacts are still to be examined. In order to investigate the possible systemic and reproductive toxicities of antiretroviral drug-loaded LF nanoparticles, three dual drug-loaded nanoparticles were selected for this purpose including; curcumin/efavirenz-loaded LF nanoparticles, curcumin/dapivirine-loaded LF nanoparticles and curcumin/tenofovir-loaded LF nanoparticles. These drug-loaded LF nanoparticles were prepared by sol-oil method and fully characterized as previously mentioned \[[@bb0305]\]. Results indicated that administration of these drug-loaded LF nanoparticles *via* the vaginal route did not affect the reproductive performance or fertility of the examined rats and the postnatal development of their offspring was also normal. On the other hand, oral administration of the same drug-loaded LF nanoparticles in rats caused a significant reduction in their litter size, whereas their reproductive performance and postnatal development remained unchanged. These results suggested that administration of these dual drug-loaded LF nanoparticles through the vaginal route is preferred over the oral route. This might be due to the possible side effects of the utilized antiretroviral drugs \[[@bb0310]\].

In another study, zidovudine/efavirenz /lamivudine-loaded LF nanoparticles were prepared by sol-oil method \[[@bb0315]\]. Result revealed that triple drug-loaded LF nanoparticles exhibited particle size of about 67 nm with 5% drug loading (DL %) for each drug and EE% in the range of 58 to 71%, besides, enhanced hemocomptability with low hemolytic rate (˂2%). pH-dependent release study demonstrated that the maximum amount of all encapsulated drugs were released at pH 5 in a biphasic drug release profile with 60% of the drugs were released up to 5 h and rest of encapsulated drugs were constantly released over the period of 24 h. On the other hand, only 20% of drugs were released after 24 h in pH 7.4, suggesting the ability of drug-loaded LF nanoparticles to resist drug release in simulated intestinal and gastric fluids, while most of the drugs (80--90%) will be released at the endosomal pH (pH 5) within the target tissue after successful delivery \[[@bb0315]\]. In addition, prepared nanoformulation displayed enhanced *in vitro* anti-HIV activity and improved *in vivo* drug bioavailability and pharmacokinetic profile compared to free drugs, associated with less tissue inflammation suggesting the multiple advantages of these triple drug-loaded LF nanoparticles as anti-HIV nanoplatform \[[@bb0315]\].

In another approach, carmustine-loaded LF nanoparticles were fabricated by sol-oil method. Carmustine is an antineoplastic drug which alkylates and crosslinks DNA resulting in disruption of its function, cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. Consequently, it is used as chemotherapeutic treatment regimen for many tumors including glioblastoma because of its ability to cross the BBB. On the contrary, this drug is extremely lipophilic which requires harsh conditions for complete solubilization, besides the occurrence of some negative side effects such as nausea, vomiting, low white blood cells count and pulmonary toxicity in case of high doses. In this context, carmustine-loaded LF nanoparticles were prepared with sol-oil method to enhance its therapeutic efficacy \[[@bb0320]\]. Fabricated nanoparticles were spherical with particle size ≤41 nm and EE% of about 43%. Moreover, pH-dependent drug release study demonstrated that the maximum amount of the drug was released at pH 5, which is the pH of the endocytotic vesicles involved in the cellular uptake of LF nanoparticles *via* its receptor-mediated endocytosis. This characteristic pH release profile will support minimal drug loss during systemic circulation, and hence reduce systemic toxicity. In addition, drug-loaded LF nanoparticles manifested enhanced *in vitro* cellular uptake and antiproliferative activity on C6 glioma cells compared to free drug. However, further *in vivo* studies are required to examine the anti-tumor efficacy and toxicity of this formulation \[[@bb0320]\].

Lenalidomide (LND) is another chemotherapeutic drug used in combination with radiotherapy to treat multiple myeloma cancer. It was reported that cancerous cells can develop resistance against this drug and in order to enhance its efficacy, higher doses might be used which indeed will cause unfavorable negative side effects. In an attempt to promote the therapeutic outcomes of LND, LF nanoparticles encapsulating LND were fabricated by sol-oil method \[[@bb0325]\]. Drug-loaded LF nanoparticles revealed particle size of about 120 nm and high EE% of about 60% associated with good physical stability at 4 °C without any remarkable change in either particle size or drug loading (DL%). Moreover, *in vitro* drug release studies showed that the release rate of LND was greatly dependent on the pH, with accelerated rate at pH 5 and 6. In addition, fabricated nanoparticles showed higher cellular uptake and 2.7 fold increase in the *in vitro* cytotoxicity on human ovarian cancer cell line (SK-OV-3) compared to free drug. However, further *in vivo* studies are required to confirm the anti-tumor efficacy of this formulation \[[@bb0325]\].

In an attempt to enhance the photodynamic therapy potential of the FDA-approved photosensitizer; Chlorine e6 (Ce6), it was loaded into non-toxic LF nanoparticles. Ce6-loaded LF nanoparticles were fabricated by water-in-oil emulsion method with particle size of about 80 nm and EE % of approximately 42% \[[@bb0330]\]. Lyophilized preparations could be stored for several months with good redispersion in aqueous media. Moreover, prepared nanoparticles exhibited higher Ce6 release at pH 5.5 (80%) in comparison to neutral pH 7.4 which exhibited % release (˂20%) over 24 h. More importantly, encapsulation of Ce6 within LF nanoparticles resulted in a decrease (44 times) in the required amount of Ce6 to induce light-mediated cell death in MDA-MD 231 and SK-OV-3 cells in comparison to free Ce6. This significant decrease in IC~50~ value suggested the potential of using LF nanoparticles to enhance photodynamic therapy efficacy of some photosensitizers such as Ce6 \[[@bb0330]\]. Furthermore, LF nanoparticles were loaded with either 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) or oxaliplatin to be utilized as s nanoplatform to treat colon adenocarcinoma. Drug-loaded LF nanoparticles were fabricated by water-in-oil method. Particle size of 5-FU-loaded LF nanoparticles and oxaliplatin-loaded LF nanoparticles were 60--90 nm and 65--100 nm, respectively, whereas, they exhibited EE% of about 48.6 and 51.3, respectively \[[@bb0335]\]. *In vitro* studies showed that both 5 FU- and oxaliplatin- loaded LF nanoparticles displayed enhanced antiproliferative activity in human colon adenocarcinoma (COLO-205) cell line in comparison to their counterpart free drugs. In addition, azoxymethane (AOM) carcinogen was utilized to induce aberrant crypt foci (ACF) in the colon of Wistar rats *via* intraperitoneal injection of 2 doses of AOM in the consecutive week with a concentration of 10 mg/kg body weight. These ACFs are further transformed into neoplastic lesions in the colon. Afterwards, drug-loaded LF nanoparticles and free drugs were injected intravenously into the induced rats for 4 weeks at concentration of 40 mg drug/kg body weight (1 dose/week). Results revealed that nanoformulations demonstrated enhanced anti-tumor effect compared to free drugs associated with lower systemic toxicity. This enhanced effect could be attributed to the improved pharmacokinetic profiles and better tissue biodistribution of drug-loaded LF nanoparticles when compared to free drugs, besides their enhanced cellular uptake due to the active targeting property of LF \[[@bb0335]\].

In an approach to sensitize the chemotherapeutical potential of temozolomide (TMZ), Aurora Kinase B (AKB) small interfering RNA-loaded LF nanoparticles were fabricated by water-in-oil emulsion method \[[@bb0280]\]. TMZ is the only approved drug for treatment of glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), which is a DNA methylating agent that can produce O6-methylguanine; a DNA adduct that can enhance cell cycle arrest and cell death. However, its efficacy is limited due to increased resistance by brain tumors against this drug. As a modulation, AKB-siRNA was used in combination with TMZ to inhibit gene expression of AKB. TEM analysis demonstrated the formation of spherical nanoparticle having particle size in the range of 50--70 nm with siRNA EE% of about 56%. Moreover, entrapped siRNA within LF nanoparticles was found to be intact and highly resistant to RNaseA, whereas, free siRNA was completely degraded when it was exposed to similar conditions (incubation with RNaseA for 1 h at 37 °C). Additionally, incubation of siRNA-loaded LF nanoparticles with serum containing contains nucleases and proteases did not cause any significant change in their particle size over a period of about 10 h at 37 °C, which confirmed stability in serum \[[@bb0280]\]. Fabricated nanoplatform either alone or in combination with TMZ demonstrated inhibitory action on the viability of glioma (GL261) cells *in vitro* due to silencing of AKB gene and cell cycle arrest. Furthermore, when siRNA-loaded LF nanoparticles were intravenously injected into GBM orthotopic mouse model alone or in combination with TMZ, there was a pronounced inhibition of tumor growth and about 2.5 fold increase in the survival rate. These results suggested that siRNA-loaded LF nanoparticles could inhibit tumor growth or it could be combined with conventional chemotherapy to increase its efficacy with simultaneous decrease in the toxic side effects and resistance that may be acquired by many tumors upon repeated dosing \[[@bb0280]\].

In another study to enhance the anti-glioma effect of TMZ, it was encapsulated this time into LF nanoparticles by sol-oil method \[[@bb0100]\]. TMZ-loaded LF nanoparticles exhibited particle size in the range of 70 nm and EE% of about 42%, associated with enhanced stability for 2 months when incubated in PBS supplemented with 10% serum at 4 °C. Moreover, release of TMZ from LF nanoparticles was found to be induced (60--70%) in slightly acidic pH (5.5), while its release at physiological pH (7.4) was found to be reduced (10--2%). This effect is thought to be due to shrinkage of hydrodynamic particle size of LF nanoparticles from 160 to 80 nm, which might favour the drug release in the tumor acidic microenvironment. In addition, release kinetics of TMZ from LF nanoparticles at pH 5.5 exhibited a biphasic profile with initial burst release (60--70%) in the first 10 h, followed by sustained release (15--20%) till 72 h, whereas, release of TMZ at pH 7.4 was found to be minimal over 72 h \[[@bb0100]\]. Furthermore, *in vitro* studies on GL261 cell line demonstrated that LF nanoparticles showed better cellular uptake and internalization in brain tumor tissue compared to free LF, which caused an increase in the intracellular concentration of TMZ. It is worth mentioning that *in vivo* studies showed that systemic administration of TMZ-loaded LF nanoparticles demonstrated better pharmacokinetic profile and brain accumulation when compared to free drug. Moreover, there was a notable decline in tumor volume associated with higher apoptotic rate and enhanced survival in glioma bearing mice without any signs of organs toxicity. These results might confirm that LF nanoparticles are safe carriers for TMZ that can cross the BBB with enhanced active targeting towards brain tumors \[[@bb0100]\].

The cationic nature of LF could be utilized to form a complex with negatively charged DNA *via* electrostatic complexation. In this context, plasmid pGFPC1 (4.7 kb) encoding the green fluorescent protein was utilized as a cargo gene \[[@bb0340]\]. LF nanoparticles loaded with the plasmid were fabricated by sol-oil method. Prepared LF nanoparticles exhibited particle size in the range of 60 nm with low polydispersity index (\~0.12) indicating the homogeneity of the preparation.

Moreover, prepared LF nanoparticles exhibited enhanced physical stability at 4 °C up to 10 weeks without any significant change in the particle size. Also, incubation of LF nanoparticles in DMEM culture media with 10% serum at 37 °C for 8 h did not cause any change in the particle size, which will lead to longer plasma level \[[@bb0340]\]. It is speculated that this improved stability could be related to the strong electrostatic interaction between positively charged LF and negatively charged DNA. In addition, LF is reported to have DNA binding domain which may aid further in DNA binding and formation of more compact DNA-LF nanocomplex \[[@bb0345]\]. Furthermore, EE% of pDNA in LF nanoparticles was found to be about 58% when estimated by SYBER GREEN assay. Also, these nanoparticle were proven to protect encapsulated DNA from degradation by DNase I treatment in comparison to free DNA which exhibited complete degradation \[[@bb0340]\]. Furthermore, *in vitro* studies showed that LF nanoparticles exhibited better gene delivery in LF receptor expressing cell lines including; hepatocellular carcinoma (HepG2) and mouse glioma (GL261) cell lines due to active targeting ability of LF nanoparticles. On the other hand, cellular uptake of LF nanoparticles by human lung epithelial (A549) cells was low due to lack of LF receptors on the surface of these cells. These results confirmed that LF nanoparticles could be utilized as a potent active targeting nanocarrier for efficient gene delivery in LF receptor expressing cells \[[@bb0340]\].

In a recent interesting study, Sodium 2-mercaptoethanesulfonate (MES)-decorated zidovudine loaded-LF nanoparticles were fabricated by water-in-oil emulsion sonochemical method in order to maintain the globular structure of the protein \[[@bb0350]\]. Prepared nanoparticles were conjugated with MES in order to embrace negative charge to the nanoparticles that imitate CCR5; the main chemokine co-receptor used by HIV-1 virus and Heparan sulfate which is the initial contact point of HIV-1 envelope to attach to the host cell surface \[[@bb0355]\]. HIV-1 entrance depends mainly on the interaction between gp120 protein which is the viral envelope protein and the co-receptor CCR5. Studies showed that gp120-CCR5 complex include conserved epitopes with overall positive charge located on variable loop (V3) of gp120 protein. These positive charges were found to play a key role in the electrostatic interaction with polyanion groups located in CCR5 \[[@bb0360]\]. On the other hand, it was reported that the virion particle should interact first with a cluster of the anionic polysaccharide; Heparan sulfate (HS) located on the host cell surface before its interaction with CCR5 co-receptor. This interaction is stimulated by V3 loop of the gp120 viral protein, so if compounds resembling HS were utilized, they can competitively bind to the V3 loop of gp120 protein, and hence can prevent binding of the virus to the surface of the host cell \[[@bb0365]\]. In this study, MES-decorated drug loaded LF nanoparticles served as a dual purpose nanoplatform since they can frustrate attaching and entry of the virus to the host cells and the loaded ART drug can inhibit the viral activity \[[@bb0350]\]. LF is known to include 34 cysteine resides with only two of them involved in the formation of disulfide bonds \[[@bb0370]\]. The other free cysteine residues were utilized to modify LF nanoparticles surface with MES to bind to viral V3 loop instead of HS. Morphological administration demonstrated that MES-decorated zidovudine-loaded LF nanoparticles were spherical in shape with particle size in the range of 55--75 nm and EE% of about 68%. Moreover, drug-loaded LF nanoparticles were found to be sensitive in acidic pH as maximum drug release was observed at pH 5. Results revealed that MES-decorated curcumin (as a fluorescent dye)-loaded LF nanoparticles exhibited better *in vitro* cellular localization in HIV-1 envelope surface expressing cell line (HL2/3) in comparison to curcumin-loaded LF nanoparticles. Moreover, MES-decorated zidovudine-loaded LF nanoparticles exhibited enhanced *in vitro* cytotoxic effect in SuoT1 cells compared to either free zidovudine or zidovudine-loaded LF nanoparticles ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}) \[[@bb0350]\].Table 1LF nanoparticles prepared by sol-oil or water-in-emulsion method.Table 1Encapsulated drug(s)Route of administrationKey featuresReferencesDOXOral and intravenousEnhanced anti-tumor effect in HCC-bearing rats without any significance toxicity.\[[@bb0285],[@bb0290]\]ZidovudineOral*In vivo* improved pharmacokinetic profile and enhanced anti- HIV-1 effect with lower toxicity.\[[@bb0295]\]EfavirenzOralEnhanced *in vivo* anti-HIV-1 effect with minimized toxicity.\[[@bb0300]\]Efavirenz/CURvaginal lavageImproved pharmacokinetic profiles, anti-HIV-1effect and spermicidal action with decline toxicity in vaginal tissue.\[[@bb0305]\]Efavirenz/CUR\
Dapivirine/CUR\
Tenofovir/CUROral or as a vaginal lavageAdministration of these formulations *via* oral or vaginal routes did not affect animals\' reproductive performance or offspring\'s postnatal development.\[[@bb0310]\]Zidovudine/\
efavirenz \
/lamivudineOralImproved *in vivo* drug bioavailability and pharmacokinetic profile compared to free drugs, associated with less tissue inflammation.\[[@bb0315]\]Carmustine--pH-dependent drug release profile with Increased *in vitro* cellular uptake and antitumor effect on C6 glioma cells.\[[@bb0320]\]Lenalidomide--Accelerated drug release at pH 5 and 6 with enhanced *in vitro* cytotoxicity and cellular uptake on human ovarian cancer cell line (SK-OV-3).\[[@bb0325]\]Chlorine e6--LF nanoparticles resulted in 44 times decrease in IC~50~ value required to cause death of SK-OV-3 and MDA-MD 231 cells *in vitro*.\[[@bb0330]\]Oxaliplatin or 5-FUIntravenousEnhanced *in vivo* anti-tumor effect associated with lower toxicity in colon cancer-induced animal model.\[[@bb0335]\]Aurora Kinase B (AKB) siRNAIntravenous + free temozolomide*In vivo* improved anti-tumor and 2.5 fold increase in survival rate in glioblastoma orthotopic mouse model.\[[@bb0280]\]TemozolomideIntravenousBetter drug pharmacokinetic profile and brain accumulation with a notable decline in tumor volume and enhanced survival in glioma- bearing mice.\[[@bb0100]\]plasmid pGFPC1 (4.7 kb) encoding the green fluorescent protein gene--Enhanced gene delivery in cells expressing LF receptors.\[[@bb0340]\]zidovudine--MES-decorated LF nanoparticles exhibited better *in vitro* cellular localization in HIV-1 envelope surface expressing (HL2/3) cell line in comparison to LF nanoparticles.\[[@bb0350]\]

### 3.1.2. Lactoferrin nanoparticles prepared by nanoparticle albumin bound (NAB)-technology {#s0055}

This method depends mainly on presence of an oily phase (drug in water immiscible solvents) which is slowly added to the aqueous phase containing LF. An initial crude emulsion is formed by exposing this mixture to low speed homogenization shearing forces. Afterwards, a final emulsion could be formed by sonication of the initial emulsion for about 2 min. The final nanosuspension solution can be produced by removing the remaining organic solvent through rotary evaporator ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}A) \[[@bb0375]\]. Nanoparticle albumin-bound (NAB, nab™) paclitaxel (NAB-paclitaxel; Abraxane®, Abraxis BioScience, Los Angeles, CA, USA) was approved in 2006 by the FDA to be the first nanotechnology based chemotherapeutic agent that exhibited promising results in treating metastatic breast cancer in patients who failed in conventional combinational therapy \[[@bb0380]\]. Preparation of protein nanoparticles by NAB technology (a patent of Vivorx Pharmaceuticals Inc., patent No. 6652884 B2) has attracted great interest to fabricate anti-cancer drug delivery systems because of the excellent potential of this method to encapsulate highly lipophilic drugs into protein nanoparticles \[[@bb0385]\].Fig. 4Preparation of lactoferrin nanoparticles by NAB-technology (A) and thermal denaturation method (B).Fig. 4

Gambogic acid (GA) is the main active component of *Garcinia hanburyi*. It possesses antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective effects. In addition, some studies demonstrated that GA could repress the growth of many cancer types. Intravenous injection of poorly water soluble GA is commonly performed by either conjugating it with L-arginine or by using Cremophor (EL) as a solubilizer, which is usually associated with allergy, ulceration and organs toxicity. In an attempt to develop oral nanoformulation of GA, LF nanoparticles were utilized for this purpose due to their proposed stability in gastrointestinal tract. They were fabricated by (NAB) technology which depends mainly on the fact that LF is cysteine-rich glycoprotein which have the capability to form nanoparticles by this technique depending on disulfide bounding and homogenization \[[@bb0390]\]. Drug-loaded LF nanoparticles exhibited particle size of about 100 nm with spherical and smooth morphology, besides EE% of about 92.3%. Moreover, loaded LF nanoparticles demonstrated slow *in vitro* drug release after 24 h in both simulated gastric fluid (8.74%) and simulated intestinal fluid (15.4%), suggesting the suitability of these nanocarriers for oral drug administration. Results of *in situ* intestinal perfusion revealed that the absorption of GA-loaded LF nanoparticles was depending mainly on active transport *via* LF receptor-mediated transcytosis, whereas free GA exhibited passive diffusion absorption. More importantly, MTT assay showed that GA-loaded LF nanoparticles displayed nearly equal antiproliferative effect in comparison to arginine-conjugated GA on HepG2 human liver cancer *cell line*. Furthermore, oral administration of GA-loaded nanoparticles resulted in enhanced anti-tumor effect in S180 tumor-bearing mice in comparison to intravenous injection of arginine-conjugated GA, which indicates that LF nanoparticles could increase the oral absorption of hydrophobic drugs, while minimizing the toxicities associated with their intravenous injection \[[@bb0390]\]. Similarly, LF nanoparticles encapsulating oleanolic acid (OA) were prepared by NAB technology \[[@bb0395]\]. OA is a pentacyclic triterpenoid which is abundant in the plant kingdom \[[@bb0400]\]. It is known to have multiple pharmacological activities including; anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, antitumor and hepatoprotective effects \[[@bb0405]\]. On the other hand, its therapeutic efficacy is limited due to poor aqueous solubility, low membrane permeability and hence poor bioavailability \[[@bb0410]\]. OA-loaded LF nanoparticles prepared with a ratio of 1:6 (*w*/w %) of OA: LF displayed hydrodynamic particle size in the range of 202 nm, EE% of about 92.59% and zeta potential of about +27 mV, indicating their good colloidal stability. Unlike expected, *in vitro* drug release study revealed that drug-loaded LF nanoparticles exhibited rapid drug release with approximately 100% released within 20 min. These results could be related to the presence of highly dispersed Lf with its large surface area. In addition, interaction between LF and OA was found to cause a decrease in the surface tension of the drug, which resulted in the production of nanoparticles with good wettability associated with improved drug aqueous solubility. Oral administration of OA-loaded LF nanoparticles in Sprague Dawley rats resulted in significant enhancement in the bioavailability and pharmacokinetic profile of OA in comparison to its free form, which might be attributed to increased intestinal absorption and cellular uptake of prepared LF nanoparticles ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}) \[[@bb0395]\].Table 2LF nanoparticles prepared by nanoparticle albumin bound (NAB) method.Table 2Encapsulated drug(s)Route of administrationKey featuresReferencesGambogic acidOralEnhanced anti-tumor effect in murine sarcoma (S180) tumor-bearing mice in comparison to intravenous injection of arginine-conjugated gambogic acid.\[[@bb0390]\]Oleanolic acidOralImproved pharmacokinetic profile and intestinal absorption resulted in enhanced bioavailability in Sprague Dawley rats.\[[@bb0395]\]

### 3.1.3. Lactoferrin nanoparticles prepared by thermal denaturation method {#s0060}

Another interesting application in which LF can be involved is the fabrication of nanovehicles encapsulating micronutrients such as iron to be utilized in food industry. Globular proteins such as LF was selected in this study to from nanoparticles because of its nutritional value and gelation capability. LF can form gels when exposed to thermal treatment, ionic strength or pH changes. Generally, thermal gelation of proteins starts with a heating step to denature the protein, followed by salt addition to induce protein aggregation ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B). Among salts that could be involved in this method are sodium chloride (NaCl), calcium chloride (CaCl~2~), magnesium chloride (MgCl~2~), magnesium sulfate (MgSO~4~) and ferric chloride (FeCl~3~) \[[@bb0415]\]. Another important factor which affect this process is the concentration of the utilized protein. Upon using high concentration of proteins, gels are formed while at lower concentration of proteins, nanoparticles are produced. After protein denaturation and polymerization *via* a heating step, a cooling step is required followed by addition of an appropriate salt to induce protein aggregation \[[@bb0420]\].

In this light, LF nanoparticles at concentration of 0.2% (*w*/*v*) were prepared *via* thermal gelation method at 75 °C and pH 7 for 20 min to entrap FeCl~3~ (35 mM) \[[@bb0415]\]. LF was specifically selected in this study due to its high tendency to bind Fe^3+^ ions, besides being safe and biocompatible. When nanoparticles were prepared at pH 7 and 10, they exhibited particle size in the range of 107--110 nm with low PdI value and EE% of about 53.8%, whereas nanoparticles prepared at pH 4 exhibited particle size of about 383 nm. This big difference in the particle size may be related to occurrence of some conformational changes in the structure of LF under acidic conditions, which as result caused intense aggregation of LF and formation of larger particles \[[@bb0425]\]. Consequently, pH 7 was selected for further preparations. In addition, the temperature of the preparation was selected to be 75 °C because obtained sizes were around 100 nm without any significant turbidity or change in the PdI values. On the other hand, there was significant increase in the turbidity above 80 °C. This notable increase in the turbidity could be attributed to protein aggregation induced by its thermal denaturation \[[@bb0425]\]. Addition of FeCl~3~ at concentration of 35 mM during LF nanoparticles preparation did not cause any significant change in the particle size or PdI compared to unloaded nanoparticles. Fabricated nanoparticles demonstrated good stability at 4--60 °C and pH 2--11 for a period of about 10 weeks with no significant change in their particle size or PDI values, which suggest the feasibility of this nanosystem for iron delivery in food applications \[[@bb0415]\].

Cichoric acid (CA) is a natural polyphenolic compound which is found in edible plants. It was reported to have many beneficial biological effects such as antiviral, anti-inflammatory and antioxidant effects. Administration of CA as an oral formulation was found to be ineffective because of its instability in both aqueous media and the acidic environment of gastrointestinal tract, besides the possibility of degradation by the action of the enzymes located in that area. As a result, encapsulation of CA into a nanosytem could increase its efficacy. Regarding this, CA-loaded LF nanoparticles were prepared by pH-dependent thermal treatment. Results revealed that drug-loaded LF nanoparticles prepared at pH 7 and 95 °C exhibited the best stability and the smallest particle size in the range of 67.20 nm and EE% of about 97.87--99.87% \[[@bb0430]\]. Interestingly, thermograms obtained from differential scanning calorimetry demonstrated that encapsulation of CA into LF nanoparticles resulted in an increase in the thermal stability of LF, which might be due to the electrostatic and hydrophobic forces involved in the formation of CA-loaded nanoparticles. Furthermore, *in vitro* antioxidant studies showed that CA-loaded LF nanoparticles exhibited better antioxidant potential in comparison to free CA, which might be attributed to the protective effect aided by encapsulation of CA into LF nanoparticles \[[@bb0430]\].

In another study, dual non cytotoxic drugs (simvastatin and fenretinide) were co-encapsulated into LF nanoparticles prepared by green thermal denaturation method without any harsh solvents or crosslinkers \[[@bb0435]\]. Simply, aqueous solution of LF was stirred in an oil bath for only 10 min at 80 °C, then each drug ethanolic solution was dropwise added. After that, oil bath was removed and the mixture was stirred till reaching room temperature. Drug-encapsulated LF nanoparticles can be further purified *via* gel filtration chromatography using a Sephadex G50 column to remove unentrapped drugs \[[@bb0435]\]. Simvastatin is generally used to lower cholesterol level, but recent studies showed that it could be beneficial in treating brain tumors as it can remodel tumor microenvironment (TME) and tumor associated macrophages (TAM) \[[@bb0440],[@bb0445]\]. Fenretinide is a synthetic retinoid derivative without any remarkable toxicity \[[@bb0450]\]. *In vitro* studies showed that it has anti-tumor effect mainly *via* pro-apoptotic mechanisms and extensive generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) \[[@bb0455]\], besides its potential to suppress the pro-tumor M2-phenotype of TAM \[[@bb0460]\]. Despite of all the previously mentioned antitumor mechanisms of both drugs, their application to manage glioma *in vivo* have been limited due to their weak passage across the BBB and uptake by brain tissue \[[@bb0435]\]. LF was selected to be the nanocarrier in this study because it is well recognized by low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 1 (LRP-1) which is highly expressed on both tumor vascular endothelial cells and glioma cells, besides the ability of LF-based nanocarriers to cross the BBB \[[@bb0465]\]. After penetrating the BBB, it is important to enhance intra-brain penetration to increase drug delivery. In order to fulfill this, a cell-penetrating peptide TAT was attached to D-α-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol succinate (TPGS) to form an amphiphilic structure (TPGS-TAT), which was further attached to LF nanoparticles to increase their penetrating potential \[[@bb0435]\]. Dual drug-loaded TPGS-TAT LF nanoparticles demonstrated EE% of about 52.8% for fenretinide and 35.3% in case of simvastatin with particle size in the range of 177 nm. Moreover, they exhibited good physical stability with slight increase in their particle size over the period of 24 h with a sustained release profile \[[@bb0435]\]. In addition, dual loaded-TPGS-TAT-LF nanoparticles exhibited inhibitory effect on U87 glioma cell line mainly *via* suppressing Ras/Raf/p-Erk signaling pathway in comparison to either free drug combination or dual loaded-LF nanoparticles without decoration with cell penetrating peptide. More importantly, dual loaded-TPGS-TAT-LF nanoparticles after intravenous administration showed enhanced anti-glioma effect in both orthotopic and subcutaneous glioma animal models in comparison to free drugs combination or undecorated dual loaded-LF nanoparticles due to TAM repolarization from the M2 (pro-tumor) phenotype to M1 (antitumor) phenotype \[[@bb0435]\].

In a similar recent approach, LF nanoparticles were prepared by green thermal denaturation method, but this time they were co-encapsulated with shikonin (SHK) and JQ \[[@bb0470]\]. SHK is a natural hydrophobic naphthoquinone which is the major active constituent isolated from the dried root of the Chinese herb (*Lithospermum erythrorhizon*). It has multiple pharmacological activities including; generation of ROS, inhibition of pyruvate kinase-M2 (PKM2) and NF-κB-regulated downstream signaling molecules \[[@bb0475]\]. Moreover, SHK can stimulate immunogenic cell death (ICD) *via* triggering antitumor immunity and regulating tumor immune microenvironment (TIME) \[[@bb0480]\]. It can also repress glucose metabolism in cancerous cells, which might limit tumor proliferation \[[@bb0485]\]. JQ1 is a bromodomain and extra-terminal motif (BET) inhibitor that can decrease the expression of programmed death-ligand 1(PD-L1) on tumor cells, tumor-associated dendritic cells (DC) and TAM, which might help cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) to perform their function \[[@bb0490]\]. Combinational therapy of SHK and JQ1 is thought to consolidate the ability of immune normalization as a new strategy which is preferred over immune enhancement strategy that sometimes may cause some immune-related adverse effects \[[@bb0495]\]. Moreover, some previous studies reported that mannose receptors (MR) are highly expressed on both colon cancerous cells and TAM2 \[[@bb0500]\]. Consequently, mannosylated (SHK/JQ) loaded-LF nanoparticles were fabricated to dual target both cancer cells and TAM by MR (*via* mannose) and LRP-1 (*via* LF). Mannosylated (SHK/JQ) loaded-LF nanoparticles exhibited particle size in the range of 150 nm with EE % of 48.58 and 85.76% for SHK and JQ1, respectively. Moreover, these nanoparticles demonstrated good physical stability when incubated for 24 h in PBS, pH 7.4 supplemented with 10% goat serum, besides a sustained *in vitro* drug release profile \[[@bb0470]\]. *In vitro* and *in vivo* experiments revealed that mannosylated (SHK/JQ) loaded-LF nanoparticles exhibited a superior antitumor effect in comparison to free drug combination of dual drug-loaded LF nanoparticles. This enhanced effect could be attributed to enhanced ability of dual active targeted nanoformulation to simultaneously affect diverse integrated molecules in the immune microenvironment, which further confirmed that inhibiting tumor metabolism (through inhibiting glucose metabolism and lactate production) and modulating immunity (through TAM repolarization) might be a potential therapeutic strategy with better outcomes ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}) \[[@bb0470]\].Table 3LF nanoparticles prepared by thermal denaturation method.Table 3Encapsulated drug(s)Route of administrationKey featuresReferencesFeCl~3~--Good stability at 4--60° and pH 2--11 for 10 weeks.\[[@bb0415]\]Cichoric acid--Loaded LF nanoparticles exhibited better *in vitro* antioxidant potential compared to free form.\[[@bb0430]\]Simvastatin/fenretinideIntravenousDual-loaded LF nanoparticles attached to a cell-penetrating peptide (TAT) exhibited enhanced anti-glioma effect in both orthotopic and subcutaneous glioma animal models with repolarization from M2 to M1 phenotype.\[[@bb0435]\]Shikonin/JQ1IntravenousMannosylated dual loaded-LF nanoparticles exhibited *in vivo* a superior antitumor effect compared to free drugs combination of naked dual drug-loaded LF nanoparticles.\[[@bb0470]\]

3.2. Lactoferrin-based nanocomplexes {#s0065}
------------------------------------

Lactoferrin can also be involved in the fabrication of polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs) nanocarriers. Synthesis of this class of nanocarreris is based on utilization of 2 oppositely charged molecules such as positively charged proteins and negatively charged natural polysaccharides. Polyelectrolyte complexes-based nanocarriers are likely to be stabilized by the strong electrostatic interaction between cationic proteins and anionic polysaccharides. This stabilization may also enhance the stability of the encapsulated active components. In this study, polyelectrolyte complex nanoparticles were synthesized by electrostatic interaction between heat-denatured positively charged LF and negatively charged pectin. They were mixed at mass ration (1:1) and concentration 1 mg/mL at pH 4.5. Curcumin was then encapsulated into this nanocomplex platform probably *via* binding to the hydrophobic pouches located in the denatured protein and they were stabilized by hydrogen bond and vander Waals interactions \[[@bb0505]\]. Prepared nanocomplex encapsulating curcumin demonstrated particle size in the range of 208 nm with EE% of about 85%. Cumulative curcumin release from LF/pectin nanocomplex was 67.18% and 78.36% at pH 7.4 and 4.5, respectively indicating a faster *in vitro* drug release at acidic pH which might be attributed to decreased electrostatic interaction between LF and pectin. In addition, there was a notable enhanced *in vitro* antioxidant activity in comparison to free curcumin. The ease of this preparation might suggest their feasibility as a food grade delivery system ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}A) \[[@bb0505]\].Fig. 5A schematic illustration showing preparation of LF-based polyelectrolyte nanocomplex (A) and LF-based nanocomplex as a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agent (B).Fig. 5

LF was also involved in the synthesis of nanocomplex-based magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agents \[[@bb0510]\]. Firstly, ferrite nanoparticles doped with zinc (ZF) of particle size in the range of 24 nm were fabricated using chemical hydrothermal method in order to utilize them as MRI contrast agent. Zinc was selected as the dopant in this formulation owing to its ability to enhance the magnetic property of the prepared nanoparticles *via* increasing their saturation magnetization (108.4 emu/g) compared to ferrite nanoparticles without zinc. Secondly, Spherical nanocomplexes were fabricated *via* EDC/NHS carbodiimide conjugation reaction between LF and activated ZF nanoparticles. Finally, LF-ZF nanocomplexes were reactivated once again with EDC/NHS conjugation reaction to covalently attach heat shock protein antibody (Hsp-70) to it. Synthesis of Hsp-70 (LF-PEG-ZF) was accomplished by the same way except that carboxylated polyethylene glycol (PEG) was conjugated to ZF nanoparticles before its conjugation to LF ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}B) and their hydrodynamic particle size was found to be 224.8 nm with PdI of about 0.398 \[[@bb0510]\]. Fabricated nanocomplexes were labelled with Hsp-70 antibodies in order to enhance their targeting to atherosclerotic inflammatory site. LF-ZF represented the inside core of synthesized nanocomplexes, in which ZF nanoparticles were utilized as MRI contrast agent and LF was involved in the fabrication of this nanoplatform because of its known targeting and therapeutic potential against atherosclerosis, besides its anti-inflammatory and immunomodulatory effects *via* activation of T lymphocytes \[[@bb0515]\]. In addition, PEG was implicated in the synthesis of Hsp-70 (LF-PEG-ZF) in order to form stable hydrophilic nanocarriers with minimum non-specific protein binding that might cause aggregation upon *in vivo* injection \[[@bb0520]\]. Moreover, Hsps\' are temporary expressed in atherosclerotic sites, thus Hsp-labelled nanocarriers could be a good choice for early diagnosis of atherosclerosis \[[@bb0525]\]. *In vitro* cellular uptake studies revealed that fabricated nanocomplexes demonstrated enhanced cellular uptake after 2 h in both human monocytic cell line (THP-1) and immortalized human T lymphocyte Jurkat cells. Interestingly, *ex vivo* results in *Psammomys obesus* rat model showed that MRI and computed tomography (CT) contrast scans of animals injected with nanocmplexes displayed higher T2 (1.7 fold) contrast compared to control animals. Histological investigation indicated that there was a significant accumulation of Hsp-70 labelled nanocomplexes at the atherosclerotic sites, which suggested that these nanocomplexes could be involved in the early diagnosis and treatment of atherosclerosis and other cardiovascular disorders ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}) \[[@bb0510]\].Table 4LF-based nanocomplexes.Table 4Encapsulated drug(s)Composition of the nanocomplexRoute of administrationKey featuresReferencesCurcuminheat-denatured LF and pectin depending on electrostatic interaction--High encapsulation efficiency with enhanced *in vitro* antioxidant activity compared to free drug.\[[@bb0505]\]Ferrite magnetic nanoparticles doped with zincLF and heat shock protein antibody (Hsp-70) conjugated to PEG- magnetic core *via* EDC/NHS reactionIntravenousEnhanced *in vivo* MRI and CT contrast upon injection of the nanocomplex suggesting its use in early diagnosis of atherosclerosis\[[@bb0510]\]

3.3. Lactoferrin-based micelles {#s0070}
-------------------------------

Micelles are a group of molecules composed of hydrophobic and hydrophilic segments. They can easily self-assemble in aqueous media with the hydrophobic core directed inside and the hydrophilic corona directed towards the outer aqueous medium. Micelles have been widely used in drug delivery due to their unique features such as low critical micelle concentration (CMC), enhanced physical stability and prolonged circulation in comparison to other types of nanocarriers. Moreover, micelles are easily fabricated with a potential to synthesize diverse core/shell structures \[[@bb0530]\]. Many surfactants and synthetic *co*-polymers are known to form micelles, but these micelles are usually toxic and unstable at physiological conditions \[[@bb0535]\]. As an alternative, natural proteins such as lactoferrin could be utilized instead of these synthetic polymers to fabricate micelles because of their known low immunogenicity, high biocompatibility and possibility of active targeting \[[@bb0540]\].

An amphiphilic co-polymer was fabricated from LF and zein (corn protein) using EDC/NHS carbodiimide reaction \[[@bb0095]\]. This amphiphilic co-polymer was found to form micelles at low CMC of about 0.01 mg/mL, associated with enhanced physical stability. Afterwards, rapamycin and wogonin were physically entrapped into these micelles, followed by crosslinking with 8% glutaraldehyde. Results revealed that the dual-loaded crosslinked micelles exhibited hydrodynamic particle size of about 212 nm with increased *in vitro* cytotoxicity on MCF-7 human breast cancer cell line. In addition, cellular uptake was also induced due to the active targeting capability of LF *via* its binding to LF receptors which are highly expressed on the surface of cancerous cells \[[@bb0090]\]. Moreover, *in vivo* anticancer efficacy study in Ehrlich ascites tumor animal model revealed a superior effect for these dual-loaded crosslinked micelles in terms of suppression of tumor volume, reduction in CD1, VEGF, MAPK and p-AKT expression levels \[[@bb0095]\]. In another approach, the same micelles were used to develop dasatinib-loaded magnetic micelles \[[@bb0545]\]. First, magnetite (Fe~3~O~4~) nanoparticles were fabricated using co-precipitation method, then these magnetic nanoparticles were coated with oleic acid to minimize their high tendency to aggregate. Dasatinib and oleic acid-coated magnetic nanoparticles were then co-encapsulated into zein hydrophobic core by evaporation/sonication method. The newly developed nanoplatform exhibited good superparamagnetic property with enhanced *in vitro* serum stability and hemocmpatability. Moreover, these magnetic micelles displayed enhanced *in vitro* cytotoxicity on MDA-MB-231 human breast cancer cell line in the presence of an external magnetic field with reduced *in vitro* cellular migration and p-c-Src protein expression level and in the presence of an external magnetic field due to dual targeting property of magnetic NPs and LF hydrophilic shell \[[@bb0545]\]. In a combined nano-in-microparticle approach, zein-LF micelles encapsulating dasatinib were further encapsulated in sodium alginate spheroids *via* an on-chip microfluidic method. Morphological investigations revealed successful encapsulation of the micelles within alginate spheroids. In addition, this fabricated drug delivery system displayed a sustained drug release with improved *in vitro* cytotoxic effect against MDA-MB-231human breast cancer cell line, suggesting the potential of utilizing nano-in-microparticles as efficient drug delivery systems \[[@bb0550]\].

In a recent study, LF was utilized to develop new amphiphilic micelles to be used as actively targeted micelles to alleviate or treat Alzheimer\'s disease. LF was covalently attached to conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) by EDC coupling reaction, then CLA was loaded into the hydrophobic core of the micelles by using solvent evaporation method in order to enhance the delivery of CLA to the CNS \[[@bb0555]\]. Fabricated CLA-based micelles exhibited particle size of about 53 nm with sustained *in vitro* drug release at pH 6.8 and enhanced hemocompatibility \[[@bb0555]\]. In addition, *in vivo* studies revealed better biodistribution of rhodamine-labelled micelles in the brain compared to free dye, which confirmed the better ability of these micelles to cross the BBB. Moreover, drug-loaded LF-CLA micelles demonstrated improved cognitive abilities with reduced oxidative stress, inflammation and apoptosis in the brain tissue of aluminum chloride Alzheimer\'s-induced animal model. These results suggested that LF-CLA micelles could serve as a promising CNS drug delivery system ([Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}) \[[@bb0555]\].Table 5LF-based micelles.Table 5Encapsulated drug(s)Composition of the micellesRoute of administrationKey featuresReferencesRapamycin/wogoninLF and zein conjugated by EDC/NHS coupling reactionIntravenousEnhanced anticancer effect in Ehrlich ascites tumor animal model.\[[@bb0095]\]Dasatininb/oleic acid-coated magnetite nanoparticlesLF and zein conjugated by EDC/NHS coupling reaction--Improved *in vitro* cytotoxicity on MDA-MB-231 human breast cancer cells associated with reduced cellular migration in the presence of an external magnetic field.\[[@bb0545]\]DasatinibLF and zein conjugated by EDC/NHS coupling reaction, encapsulated in alginate spheroids--sustained drug release with increased *in vitro* cytotoxic effect against MDA-MB-231human breast cancer cell line\[[@bb0550]\]Conjugated linoleic acidLF and Conjugated linoleic acidOralEnhanced *in vivo* biodistrbution in the brain tissue associated with improved anti-Alzheimer effect\[[@bb0555]\]

3.4. Nanocarriers to encapsulate lactoferrin {#s0075}
--------------------------------------------

It is thought that nanoencapsulation of active molecules into nanocarriers could enhance their efficacy. In this study, biocompatible constituents were utilized to fabricate a nanosystem to encapsulate iron saturated bovine LF. In this light, a nanoplatform was developed to encapsulate LF, in which calcium phosphate nanocores were used to adsorb either LF or paclitaxel (Taxol®) onto their surfaces *via* electrostatic interaction, then these nanocores were coated with chitosan. Afterwards, these nanocarriers were further encapsulated in alginate gel to protect this nanoplatform from degradation in the GI tract. When this formulation was supplemented orally in both treatment and prevention human colon cancer xenograft animal model, it showed significant enhanced efficiency in either treatment or prevention of colon cancer in comparison to paclitaxel. The results of this study suggested that nanocarriers loaded with LF may contribute in the treatment or prevention of human colon cancer \[[@bb0560]\]. In another attempt, LF was encapsulated into lipid nanocarriers by employing water-in-oil-in water (W/O/W) emulsion technique, in which, LF was dissolved in the inner aqueous phase, then it was dispersed in melted middle Softisan lipid with homogenization at 8000 rpm for 10 min, then final W/O/W emulsion was obtained *via* subsequent homogenization of W/O dispersion in Lutrol F68™ (poloxamer 188) or Lutrol F127 ™ \[[@bb0565]\]. This method of emulsion preparation is preferred over simple oil-in-water emulsion especially for encapsulation of active molecules because they can encapsulate both hydrophobic and hydrophilic molecules, besides their enhanced ability in controlling the release profile of encapsulated active components \[[@bb0570]\]. Results revealed that presence of electrolyte with low ionic strength and utilization of low concentration of LF yielded the most stable nanoformulation with particle size from 100 to 200 nm and zeta potential of about −14.6 mV. Moreover, Optimized formulation encapsulating LF exhibited a comparable antimicrobial effect compared to free LF, suggesting that it could be applied in the preparation of elixirs for oral hygiene without any harmful side effects \[[@bb0565]\].

4. Conclusion and perspectives {#s0080}
==============================

Nowadays, utilization of nutraceuticals is emerging as a promising strategy for diverse biomedical applications because of their relative abundance, safety, ease of administration and biocompatibility. There was a great interest in exploring the possibility of utilizing LF for different medical purposes especially in the field of nanomedicine. LF is also a potent anti-viral, immune modulatory and an anti-cancer alternative with integrated inhibitory pathways similar to the effect of chemotherapeutic drugs, but with no side effects. As a result, it could be administrated in combination with conventional therapies so as to minimize the administrated doses and enhance their therapeutic efficacy. In addition, fabrication of LF-based nanocarriers was proven to extensively enhance the therapeutic potential of the encapsulated active molecules. In this review, we have discussed the most recent methods of preparation of LF-based nanocarriers including; nanoparticles, nanocomplexes and polymeric micelles. Moreover, different biomedical applications of these nanocarriers were also highlighted.

In general, all methods utilized for preparation of LF nanoparitcles have advantages over other types of nanoparticles as their method of preparation is non-destructive and no corsslinkers such as glutaraldehyde are included in the procedure which may further affect their *in vivo* safety \[[@bb0575]\].

LF nanoparticles are prepared by sol-oil method, NAB-technology or thermal denaturation method. Sol-oil method is the most commonly used method to prepare LF nanoparticles. In this method, LF protein and active components to be encapsulated are dissolved together in a suitable aqueous medium, then mixed with olive oil, emulsified *via* homogenization, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, then thawed on ice for 4 h and finally prepared nanoparticles are washed with cold diethyl ether to get rid of the oil \[[@bb0305]\]. It is though that preparation of LF nanoparticles without using any chemical harsh treatments may preserve its native conformation which is a critical issue for efficient receptor recognition \[[@bb0280]\]. Moreover, it doesn\'t include any heating steps or chemical modifications either for the drug or even the protein itself, which is not the case in other preparation methods such as protein coacervation method \[[@bb0580]\]. Most solid state characterizations confirmed that LF nanoparticles prepared by this method restored the conformation of the natural native protein, besides being highly reproducible regarding particle size and entrapment efficiency as reported earlier \[[@bb0100],[@bb0295]\]. NAB-technology is a well-known method to prepare protein nanoparticles depending mainly on the presence of drug in water immiscible solvents which is slowly added to the aqueous phase containing LF. An emulsion is formed by homogenization and sonication, then final formulation could be obtained by removing remaining organic solvent \[[@bb0375]\]. Preparation of optimized drug-loaded protein nanoparticles by this method was found to be greatly dependent on the ratio between the drug and the utilized protein, pH of the preparation, power and duration of homogenization \[[@bb0395]\]. Regarding thermal denaturation method, it starts with a heating step at 70--80 °C for 15--20 min in an oil bath to denature the protein, followed by dropwise addition of drug solution and finally leaving this mixture to cool under continuous stirring at room temperature to allow formation of drug-loaded LF nanoparticles \[[@bb0435],[@bb0470]\].

Taken all together, sol-oil method is reproducible and suitable to encapsulate both hydrophobic and hydrophilic drugs, but it includes a 4 h thawing step and washing steps with diethyl ether which may relatively consume time in comparison to other methods of preparation. In case of NAB-technology method, only drugs soluble in immiscible organic solvents could be utilized, so this method will not be suitable to encapsulate hydrophilic drugs or drugs soluble in water miscible organic solvents. Although thermal denaturation method is rapid and simple, there are many parameters that were found to extensively affect the particle size and the stability of the prepared nanoparticles including; concentration of the protein, pH of the reaction, temperature of denaturation and duration of heating. In order to prepare an optimized reproducible formulation, all the previous parameters must be studied and controlled all at once, which will be very difficult in a scaling-up approach for industrial production.

LF nanoparticles prepared by all the above mentioned methods have common advantages including; their particle size are in the range of 50--70 nm which can avoid renal clearance, and hence will exert extended blood circulation leading at the end to enhanced therapeutic index \[[@bb0585]\]. It was also notable that most of the prepared drug-loaded LF nanoparticles exhibited their maximum drug release at pH 5, which might be attributed to change in the orientation of LF molecules leading to the release of encapsulated drug present in the inner cavities of the protein \[[@bb0300]\]. In the future, it is expected to examine the clinical potential of LF combinational therapy in the treatment of various caner types \[[@bb0590]\]. Moreover, LF-based nanocarriers were proven to be easily prepared by simple methods with superior active targeting potential towards tumor tissue, especially brain tumors. Additionally, administration of LF-based nanocarriers encapsulating hydrophobic drug(s) could be achieved by multiple routes including; oral, nasal, intravenous and even vaginal route with great potential to replace many available conventional formulations including organic solvents or surfactants because of its safety and better therapeutical outcomes.
